
To get a real feel for XM radio’s continuity of coverage, ease of use, and pro-
gramming quality, we took an XM-equipped Cadillac DTS on a 2500-mile
drive, circling from Detroit down through Memphis, Tallahassee, Atlanta,

Cincinnati, and back home. We listened to each and every channel and wrote a
brief review of each station’s content. To find out exactly how we feel about XM
programming, surf over to www.CARandDRIVER.com.

In general, we found much to like, especially on the commercial-free music
stations, most of which sprinkle valuable commentary and thematic sound bites
in among the musical offerings. For example, the ’70s music station plays mar-
velous Archie Bunker one-liners, Nixon Watergate testimony, and sit-com theme-
song snippets to set the mood. Jazz fans will adore the six channels that segre-
gate traditional, contemporary, and modern jazz with programming oversight from
Wynton Marsalis. One of the more intriguing rock stations is devoted exclusively
to new, unsigned talent. Among the “world” listings are stations broadcast in Hindi
and Mandarin Chinese—mighty hard to find this stuff on FM.

We found less joy in the news channels, where many of the syndicated offer-
ings tended toward short-attention-span, inch-deep/inch-wide coverage. Of these,
Fox News is hands-down the worst. It’s an audio feed from the cable-TV channel,
so there are frequent and aggravating references to things the viewers are seeing.
BBC World Service was our favorite news channel, but its intense European focus
eventually resulted in drooling boredom. At that point, a dose of XM Comedy or
Laugh USA always brought us around.

As a road-trip companion, the XM programming was terrific. We defy anyone
to tune in every channel and conclude that there’s nothing worth listening to. On
the open road, we experienced few gaps in transmission (a five-minute inter-
ruption occurred in the middle of Alabama, when the XM system went down
briefly). In town was another story. Ann Arbor’s 10-to-20-story skyscratchers
stymied it often, as did the north-facing overhang in front of Tallahassee’s air-
port. Commuting through a concrete-canyon expressway in Detroit also presented
several brief lapses in coverage. 

Our Cadillac used a carryover radio adapted for XM, and as such the ergonomics
suffered. With 100 channels of programming, the ability to tune a station directly
(by pressing 1-4-4 for NASCAR Radio, for example) should be considered vital, but
this requires a 10-key pad, and Cadillac’s has only six (to which 18 XM station pre-
sets can be assigned). Station tuning is therefore done by skipping between genres
(Kids, News, Sports, etc.) until you get to the one you want, then seeking up or
down the channel listing within that subgroup. Sounds easy enough, but the unit
doesn’t seek instantly as it does with AM and FM. Rather, it seems to need a second
or two to establish a lock on one station before allowing a jump to the next, which
makes tuning a time-consuming chore. Finally, the Cadillac’s 16-character readout
does not scroll text, so many artists’ names and titles are truncated. At least OnStar’s
new “virtual adviser” can provide traffic, weather, and news in major markets in
response to simple voice commands.

Most of our reasonably minor complaints with the system will likely be
addressed quickly as newer radios are designed and additional ground-repeater
stations installed. These are, after all, the frontier days of satellite radio.
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Our very first taste of XM radio came in a rented
Chevy equipped by Pioneer Electronics with a
$250 GEX-FM903XM aftermarket XM radio

converter and a $100 AN-90XM magnet-mount
antenna. (Best Buy charges another $90 to install
this system.) The converter mounts beneath the
driver’s seat and rebroadcasts XM content over the
original stereo at low power on an unused FM channel.
A small faceplate affixed to the dash is used to tune
XM stations and display the first 10 characters’ worth
of artist and title information. 

This digital-to-analog setup theoretically degrades
the sound quality, but we were impressed with the
audio fidelity. Owners of Pioneer aftermarket radios

dating back to 1994 can hook up an XM receiver unit
through the input for a CD changer and control XM
from their existing head unit, and of course all new
Pioneer stereos are XM-upgradable. Other manufac-
turers offer units that will play back through a cas-
sette-tape adapter, and Sony offers one that can be
removed from the car and docked in the house (using
a second, outdoor-mount home antenna) to help take

full advantage of the subscription
price.

The tiny head unit mounted in our
Chevy provides four tuning buttons
arranged in a circle for navigating
between genres (left and right) and
then between stations (up and down).
They were easier to use than the
Cadillac’s widely spaced tuning but-
tons, but with only six preset buttons

(providing 18 presets), direct station tuning is impos-
sible. (As yet, no aftermarket XM radio offers 10 but-
tons for tuning by station number.) 

We only used the Pioneer system in town and
found that it dropped the signal in exactly the same
spots as did our factory-equipped XM Cadillac. For
the gotta-have-it-first crowd, this seems a great way
to tune in to satellite radio.
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SIRIUS $12.95 3 x Space elliptical, inclined 60 90 3/3 6/6 4/4 8/8 7/7 5/5 11/11 8/8 8/8 18/0 16/7 6/0
SATELLITE Systems/ 63.4 degrees in 56
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XM $9.95 2 x Boeing geostationary, at 45 1000* 4/4 6/4 4/2 15/5 6/5 5/0 10/7 7/1 14/6 12/0 12/2 5/0
SATELLITE 57 ni 511 dna 58 207SH
RADIO degrees west markets

longitude

*Estimated.
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